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user Ano ang katangian ng salawikain? Responding to a question by Wiki User 1B front and rear (often used with reference to ship or aircraft) 'we moored front and aft'At first when the sails triumphed over the oars, the large square sail was rigged on the main half while the two small front sails and paddle gave the ship
maneuverability. He cut the front look of the front and scales to make it fit the tiny back of Novak. It had fore and aft sleeping cabins, and while the aft cabin had a minuscule table, it was a V-berth ahead of the cabin that I stopped at for my work area. If the ramps were icy, one person had to watch out to make sure the
plane didn't crawl forward, even though the main landing gear legs were chock-a-block forward and in the air. I took in the details of the boat as we approached: two masts, a triangular sails rigged fore and aft, a small shelter mounted on the cockpit's aft for steering, a high frown, and a small dark hanging on the back.
Both baltic Surveyor and pontoon were moored on the distillation and in the air to two buoys, which themselves were fixed by chains to two significant concrete blocks lying on the seabed, the so-called pier. The rowers and paddle mid-ship will provide power when the wind has fallen or stepped forward, the conditions
under which sailing barges will anchor and wait. European vessels included triangular fore sails and aft mainsails to travel out to the sea to catch favorable trade winds for square sails to use.' on the right side and three feet into the port. There is an anchor locker forward and the rigging of the savannah is well inboard for
easy passage forward and in the air. At 8 p.m. I took over the clock from the chief officer on course 135, we were navigating on and radar, at 21.00 hours the Master ordered the steering to exit the mooring lines front and aft. Their job is to check that all the explosives exploded (they had) and get the cameras installed at
first and weight Decisive moment, in his opinion, is that the ship here is not attached to dolphins and anchors in the riverbed, but is fixed on the piers on the side of the dock. This distinction does not seem significant to me. At first glance, the gun looks like a full-size Caspian wide-body with some ports on the slide and a
lot of catching grooves front and a sweat. Fore and aft build racks are new; There is a rear power bar added to handle the angular loads. Inside the house, next to the hearth, a gnarled old maple (rescued from a county chain saw by a customer) stands in roughly carved opposition to the sleek columns front and afta.
Despite the calls of his staff, Adm Togo continued to fire at Russian warships that lowered their flags in Tsushima until they also stopped and swung their guns forward and in the air, according to the international convention. Bucher replaced two lightweight .50-caliber machine guns mounted at altitude and in the air, both
heavily exposed positions. At the station were pulsed guns installed fore and aft. It attaches to the rifle in front and scales, just like any conventional sling. The service window is scheduled to begin on February 14, 2200 est. 0400 est. February 15 Perform Two People Fore and Aft Carry. Transport was affected by the
help of two people Fore and Aft Carry without causing further injuries. Image ID: HEN246 Dimensions: 2675 x 934 px 22.6 x 7.9 cm 8.9 x 3.1 inch 300dpi Save up to 30% with our image packages Pre-payment for multiple images and download on demand. Unfortunately, your purchase has been declined because your
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ang mgai kasabihan sa sa aking kababata? When asked by Wiki What's the time to sign the Song Atin Cu Pung Singsing? Asked Wiki user Ano ang katangian ng salawikain? Responding to a question by Wiki User 1B front and rear (often used with reference to ship or aircraft) 'we moored front and aft'At first when the
sails triumphed over the oars, the large square sail was rigged on the main half while the two small front sails and paddle gave the ship maneuverability. He cut the front look of the front and scales to make it fit the tiny back of Novak. It had fore and aft sleeping cabins, and while the aft cabin had a minuscule table, it was
a V-berth ahead of the cabin that I stopped at for my work area. If the ramps were icy, one person had to watch out to make sure the plane didn't crawl forward, even though the main landing gear legs were chock-a-block forward and in the air. I took in the details of the boat as we approached: two masts, a triangular
sails rigged fore and aft, a small shelter mounted on the cockpit's aft for steering, a high frown, and a small dark hanging on the back. Both baltic Surveyor and pontoon were moored on the distillation and in the air to two buoys, which themselves were fixed by chains to two significant concrete blocks lying on the seabed,
the so-called pier. The rowers and paddle mid-ship will provide power when the wind has fallen or stepped forward, the conditions under which sailing barges will anchor and wait. European vessels included triangular fore sails and aft mainsails to travel out to the sea to catch favorable trade winds for square sails to use.'
There is an anchor locker forward and the rigging of the savannah is well inboard for easy passage forward and in the air. At 8 p.m. I took over the clock from the chief officer on course 135, we were navigating by satellite and radar, at 21.00 hours the Master ordered the steering to exit the mooring lines front and scales.
Their job is to check that all the explosives exploded (they had) and get the cameras installed at first and weight Decisive moment, in his opinion, is that the ship here is not attached to dolphins and anchors in the riverbed, but is fixed on the piers on the side of the dock. That distinction doesn't seem to me At first glance,
the gun looks like a full-size Caspian wide-bodied broad-bodied Some ports in the slide and lots of grabbing grooves before and in the air. Fore and aft build racks are new; There is a rear power bar added to handle the angular loads. Inside the house, next to the hearth, a gnarled old maple (rescued from a county chain
saw by a customer) stands in roughly carved opposition to the sleek columns front and afta. Despite the calls of his staff, Adm Togo continued to fire at Russian warships that lowered their flags in Tsushima until they also stopped and swung their guns forward and in the air, according to the international convention.
Bucher replaced two lightweight .50-caliber machine guns mounted at altitude and in the air, both heavily exposed positions. At the station were pulsed guns installed fore and aft. It attaches to the rifle in front and scales, just like any conventional sling. Build and use the improvised litter Click here to download the
presentation. A TWO-MAN CARRY OR AN IMPROVISED LITTER SOLDIER who is seriously injured is to be evacuated to a medical facility. Sometimes the vehicle can be used to transport a soldier. In other cases, it must be taken to an aid station or collection point. If standard litter is available and soldiers are available
for use as garbage carriers, evacuate the victims on the litter. TRANSPORT A CASUALTY USING A TWO-MAN CARRY OR AN IMPROVISED LITTER If standard litter is unavailable, but there are materials available to make improvised debris and soldiers available for use as garbage carriers, build makeshift debris and
evacuate victims on litter. If there are no litters or no time, evacuate the victim with a two-person hand-carrying. If only one person can be rescued to evacuate the victim, use the manual transport of one person to transport the victim. TRANSPORT CASUALTY USING A TWO-MAN CARRY OR IMPROVISED LITTER
TASK AND the use of improvised litter. CONDITIONS Provided materials for the construction of makeshift litter and assistant. STANDARD Score GO on performance checklist. TRANSPORT CASUALTY USING A TWO-MAN CARRY or AN IMPROVISED LITTER TASK Transport the victim with the help of the
appropriate two people to carry. CONDITIONS Given the simulated loss and assistant. STANDARD Score GO on performance checklist. Choose APPROPRIATE METHOD TO MOVE A CASUALTY ON THE BATTLEFIELD The following methods of transporting the victim are given in order of preference. Preferred
method: Military vehicle, preferably air or ground ambulance (discussed in more detail in IS0825). Second method: Litter, preferably standard litter, if garbage and two or more garbage carriers are available; otherwise, improvised litter if available время и носитель(ы). CHOOSE THE APPROPRIATE METHOD TO
MOVE A CASUALTY ON THE BATTLEFIELD Третий метод: Ручная переноски, предпочтительно двухместная переноски, если помощник помощник otherwise, one person to bear. Do not carry the victim with a suspected fracture to his neck or back unless it is necessary to save his life. Use the backboard, if any.
Wait until the medical staff arrives, if possible. MAKE AN IMPROVISED POLE AND PONCHO LITTER Get two tent poles (or straight tree limbs) and a poncho. Open the poncho and put it on the ground. Put two poles along through the poncho so that the poncho is divided into thirds. Reach and pull the hood to you and
put it flat on the poncho. Make sure the shoelaces are not hanging from the hole. Fold one outer third of the poncho over the pole. Fold another outer third of the poncho over his pole. The weight of the victim will keep the trash from decaying. MAKE AN IMPROVISED POLE AND JACKET LITTER Get two tent poles (or
straight tree limbs) and two or three field jackets (or heavy shirts). Close (zip or button) clothing. Turn off the clothes, but leave the sleeves inside. (Having buttons and zippers inside keep them from catching on the bushes.) Navigate the poles through the sleeves. MAKE AN IMPROVISED POLE AND SACK LITTER Get
two tent pillars (or straight tree limbs) and two empty, heavy cloth bags such as potato bags. Cut holes in the two corners of the closed end of each bag. Place the bags along with the open end of the bags facing each other. Slide the posts or limbs through the holes. Cover the open ends of the bags about three inches to
provide extra strength in the middle of the litter. MAKE AN IMPROVISED BLANKET LITTER Put the blanket on the ground. Roll the two opposite edges of the blanket to the middle. The rolled edges of the blanket will serve as handles. EVACUATE A CASUALTY BY LITTER The victim is usually placed on a litter using a
modified two-person weapon to carry or modified two-person fore-and-aft carry. Typically, four soldiers are used to transport debris. However, the garbage team may consist of more or less members, based on the military situation and the distance and terrain that need to be covered. EVACUATE A CASUALTY BY
LITTER General Rules Tell the victim what you are going to do to calm your fears and get his cooperation. Walk around the victim, not step over it. Make sure that the necessary treatment procedures (turnstiles, tires, etc.) have already been performed prior to transporting the victim, if immediate transportation is not
required to save the victim's life. EVACUATE A CASUALTY BY LITTER General Rules (cont) Have one person give instructions to ensure that actions will be performed in unison. Avoid causing additional injuries to the victim when placing him on the litter and moving the victim. EVACUATE A CASUALTY BY LITTER
Position of Accidents and Litter Victim Position on the back with his hands on his side. Place the litter or improvised) side by side and parallel to the victim. Evacuate THE VICTIM LITTER Place Accidents on a litter using a modified two-person weapon carry two litter carriers on one knee on the part of the victim (the
opposite side of the debris). One of the carriers slides his hands under the back and waist of the victim. Another carrier slips his arms under the victim's hips and knees. Both carriers rise in unison on command from the chief. EVACUATE A CASUALTY BY LITTER Two-Man Arms Carry (cont) Carriers move the victim
over the debris or behind another soldier, pushing the trash under the victim. Carriers lower losses on litter in unison on the team of the chiefs. EVACUATE A CASUALTY BY LITTER Place Casualty Onto Litter Using a modified Two-Man Fore-and-Aft Carry One kneels behind the victim's head and slides his hands under
the victim's arms and through his chest; then locks his hands together. Another carrier pushes the victim's legs apart and squats or kneels between the victim's legs when confronted by the first carrier. EVACUATE A CASUALTY BY LITTER Two-Man Fore-and-Aft Carry (cont) Both carriers rise in unison on the command
of the Chief. Carriers move the victim through the litter. Carriers lower losses on litter in unison on the team of the chiefs. EVACUATE A CASUALTY BY LITTER Lift Litter Using a Four-Man Litter Carry Team Leader positions himself behind the handle closest to the victim's right shoulder and directs other carriers. Each
of the other three litter carriers positions itself on one of the handles, stands in the same direction as the leader (the victim is usually carried by the foot in the first place), and kneels on the knee of the nearest litter. On command, the garbagemen get up, picking up the trash in unison, and move the victim to a relief point
or collection point. MOVE A CASUALTY USING THE TWO-MAN FORE-AND-AFT CARRY Two human fore-and-aft carry is used to transport conscious or unconscious victims and is the preferred two-person carry to move the victim over long distances. To put the victim on his back with his hands next to him. The higher
of the two carriers kneels in front of the victim's head and face, slips his hands under the victim's hands and through the victim's chest and locks his hands together above the victim's chest. MOVE A CASUALTY USING THE TWO-MAN FORE-AND-AFT CARRY The second carrier spreads the victim's legs, kneels
between the legs of the victim with his back to another carrier and clings to the victim's knees. Both carriers rise together, raising the victim. Both media go forward with the victim. MOVE A CASUALTY USING THE TWO-MAN SUPPORT CARRY This two-seater assist is used to transport a conscious or unconscious
victim, but is especially useful if the victim is conscious, as he may be able to walk or jump with help. Carriers kneel on both sides of the victim and face direction as a victim. Each carrier takes the victim's hand by the nearest carrier, brings it to the neck and grabs the victim's wrist with an external hand. MOVE A
CASUALTY USING THE TWO-MAN SUPPORT CARRY Each carrier puts the other arm around the victim's waist. Both carriers rise in unison, picking up losses. If the victim is unconscious, the wearer should not let go of the victim's wrists. If the victim is taller than the wearers, the wearers can remove their hands from
the victim's waist and use them to lift and support the victim's thighs. This keeps your feet from dragging. Carriers go ahead with the victim. MOVE A CASUALTY USING THE TWO-MAN ARMS CARRY Double-carrying weapons can be used to move a conscious or unconscious victim over a moderate distance. More
than two carriers may be required if the victim is severe or if the head or legs of the victim need additional support. Place the victim on his back and place your hands on his stomach. Both carriers position themselves on one side of the victim: one on the victim's chest and one on the hips. MOVE A CASUALTY USING
THE TWO-MAN ARMS CARRY Both carriers kneel on one knee. The carrier on the victim's chest slips with one hand under the victim's shoulders and the other under the waist. The carrier on the victim's thighs slips one hand under the victim's thighs and the other hand under his knees. Both carriers shift their weight
back in unison and raise the victim to the level of the knee, keeping the loss at the highest possible level. MOVE A CASUALTY USING THE TWO-MAN ARMS CARRY BOTH carriers bring the front of the victim close to the chest. Both carriers rise to their feet in unison. Both carriers move forward, carrying the loss high
on the chest to reduce fatigue. MOVE A CASUALTY USING THE TWO-HAND SEAT SEAT CARRY Two-armed seat can be used to move a conscious or unconscious victim a short distance. To put the victim on his back. Carriers position themselves on opposite sides of the thighs and knees of the victim. Each carrier
passes with one hand under the victim's back and the other hand under the victim's hip. Carriers securely sing each other's wrists. Both carriers rise in unison, picking up losses. Both carriers move forward, carrying the victim with them. MOVE A CASUALTY USING THE FOUR-HAND SEAT CARRY Four-seater seat
carry is used to transport a conscious victim who can help feed himself while it is being transported. This transfer is especially useful when transporting a person with a head or leg injury to a moderate distance. Both carriers position themselves as victims. Carriers collide with each other. Each carrier clutched the left
wrist with his right hand and grabbed the right wrist of the other with his left hand. The carrier's forearms form a place for the victim. MOVING THE VICTIM WITH FOUR HANDS CARRY The victim stands on his or another soldier to help the victim in a standing position. Both carriers lower their bodies, so place about
even with the victim's knees. The victim sits on the forearms of the carriers and swas the shoulders of the carriers for balance and support. Both carriers stand directly in unison, lifting the victim. Both carriers move forward. TRANSPORT A CASUALTY USING A TWO-MAN CARRY OR AN IMPROVISED LITTER Helping
to evacuate victims from the battlefield is one of the functions of a combat rescuer. You will probably be the most knowledgeable person in the litter squad and should be prepared to act as a squad leader. Page 2 As a combat savior, you'll evaluate and treat soldiers as your combat duties allow you to click here to
download the presentation. Lesson 27 ASSESS THE CASUALTY As a combat savior, you will evaluate and treat soldiers as your combat duties allow. This requires you to apply the buddy's help skills presented in IS0824 and the medical skills presented in IS0825. You have to determine what happened to the victim and
determine the sequence in which different treatments will be given. For example, you would regain the victim's breathing before you would tire of his fractured leg. In general, you will restore your breath, then control any major bleeding, and then take measures to combat the shock. Once life-threatening conditions and/or
injuries have been identified and treated, look for other injuries or problems and treat them. If you have more than one victim, perform a quick initial survey of each victim. If you find a life-threatening condition during an initial examination, treat the condition immediately. After you have conducted initial examinations of all



the victims and assisted all immediate life-threatening conditions, we will conduct a secondary examination of each victim. Treat more seriously injured victims first. Use common sense when assessing the victim. If environmental conditions favor heat injury, for example, pay special attention to the signs and symptoms of
thermal injury, and quickly check for other injuries. Some assessments can be done so quickly that they may seem missed. For example, if a victim is screaming in pain, you do not need to carry out additional checks to determine whether the victim is conscious and breathing. TASK Identify appropriate evaluation and
treatment procedures, including sequences performed on the battlefield. CONDITIONS Given several exam options for items pertaining to the assessment and treatment of the victim. STANDARD Score 70 or more points on a 100-point written exam. PERFORM GENERAL SURVEY OF THE SCENE to quickly assess
your immediate surroundings to gather vital information. Look for obvious, immediate, life-threatening hazards such as the possibility of an immediate explosion, enemy fire, and Danger. If your life and the victim's life are in danger because of your immediate surroundings, tactically move the victim and yourself to safety,
thereby preventing yourself from being injured. PERFORM GENERAL SURVEY OF THE SCENE Notice the physical environment and climate. The wall may indicate that the victim may have fallen. Hot weather may indicate the possibility of heat damage. Notice the type of fight or incident that occurred. This can help
you determine the type of injuries you can expect (bullet wounds after fire, shrapnel wounds after mortar fire, limb fractures and spinal injuries after an airborne accident, etc.) note whether chemical agents may be present. PROTECT CASUALTY FROM HAZARDS If there is a life-threatening hazard (e.g. a burning
building), remove the victim to safety by dragging a cradle or other appropriate carry (IS0824, Lesson 15). If the victim is burned (flames, chemicals, electric current, etc.), eliminate the source of the burn (IS0824, Lesson 11). Take care to prevent injury yourself, especially if the victim is separated from the electrical wire.
If there is a suspected spinal injury (IS0824, Lesson 10), take care to prevent additional spinal injuries. To immobilize the victim's neck and back after the initial examination. PERFORM PRIMARY SURVEY OF THE CASUALTY Mask and Treat a Chemical Agent Casualty If you are in a chemical environment, make sure
the victim is properly disguised. If there are signs of severe nerve agent poisoning, enter three Mark I kits and one CANA (IS0824, Lesson 13). If the liquid blister agent is in the victim's eyes, rinse your eyes with water, even if you are still in a chemical environment (IS0825, Lesson 22). PERFORM PRIMARY SURVEY
OF THE CASUALTY Check Accidents for Responsiveness Calmly ask a loud voice: Are you OK? Or any similar question that requires an answer from the victim. If it does not respond, gently shake it or press on the shoulder and repeat the question. If the victim responds, ask the victim for information (Where have you
been affected? PERFORM A PRIMARY SURVEY OF THE CASUALTY If the victim does not respond, send the soldier for medical help (send a soldier to get a combat medic) and continue the assessment. PERFORM A PRIMARY SURVEY OF THE CASUALTY Check victim's airways If the victim reacts, assess him for
obstruction pathways (universal sign of suffocation, shortness of breath, etc.). If the victim is ill or in the absence of air exchange, expel the obstacle (IS0824, Lesson 2). If the victim is a victim Do not react (unconscious), open the airways using the head tilt/chin-lift or jaw thrust method (IS0824, Lesson 3). PERFORM
PRIMARY SURVEY OF THE CASUALTY question: If you think the victim has a neck fracture, what method would you use? Answer: Jaw thrust. PERFORM PRIMARY SURVEY OF THE CASUALTY Check the victim's breathing If a sympathetic victim talks or screams in pain, his breathing is adequate. If the victim does
not react (unconsciously), evaluate his breathing, feeling the breath on your face, looking at the growth and fall of the chest, and listen to the sounds of breathing. If the victim is not breathing or has difficulty breathing, open the airways, eliminate any airway obstruction and perform mouth-to-mouth resuscitation (IS0824,
Lesson 3). Not performing mouth to mouth (or mouth to nose) resuscitation in a chemical environment. PERFORM PRIMARY SURVEY OF THE CASUALTY Check the circulation of the victim, if the victim reacts and breathes adequately, he has a pulse. If the victim is not responding or breathing, check his pulse
(IS0824, Lesson 3). If the victim does not have a pulse, seek medical attention immediately. If you are qualified to administer cardiopulmonary resuscitation, you can administer CPR and send a soldier to get medical attention. PERFORM PRIMARY SURVEY OF THE CASUALTY Check the unfortunate case for bleeding
Look for blood-soaked clothing, blood spurts, blood pooling under the body, and other signs of external bleeding. If a large amputation of the limb is detected, apply the turnstile on the upper arm or hip and put on the stump (IS0824, Lesson 4). PERFORM PRIMARY SURVEY OF THE CASUALTY question: If a soldier
had his finger completely cut off, would you apply a turnstile? Answer: No. The amputation of part of the arm or part of the foot can be controlled under the pressure of the bandage. PERFORM A PRIMARY SURVEY OF THE CASUALTY If severe bleeding is found from an arm or leg wound, apply a field bandage or
makeshift bandage and bandage (IS0824, Lesson 4) to the wound. Look for both entrance and weekend wounds. Apply manual pressure and, if the limb is not broken, lift the wound. If severe bleeding from the limb is not controlled by a field bandage, apply a bandage on the pressure (IS0824, Lesson 4). PERFORM A
PRIMARY SURVEY OF THE CASUALTY If severe bleeding from the limb is not controlled by bandage pressure, apply the turnstile (IS0824, Lesson 4). If an open chest wound is found, seal the wound with a plastic wrapper or other airtight material, paste the sealing material on three sides to form a flutter valve, and
apply a field bandage to the wound (IS0824, Lesson 5). PERFORM A PRIMARY SURVEY OF THE CASUALTY If an open abdominal wound is found, displeased the victim in a bent knee position, displeased any protruding organs on the victim's abdomen, apply a field or above the wound and organs, and provide a
bandage (IS0824, Lesson 6). If an open head wound is found, wear a wound (IS0824, Lesson 7). If the victim has suffered a severe head injury, immobilize the victim's head and neck (IS0824, Lesson 10). If the victim has more than one serious injury, first treat the wound, losing the most blood. Do not expose the wound
if you are in a chemical environment. PERFORM PRIMARY SURVEY OF THE CASUALTY Treat for Chemical Agent Poisoning, If appropriate, if the victim exhibits signs and symptoms of exposure to chemical agents (IS0825, Lesson 22), the victim breathes, and all life-threatening wounds have been treated, to
administer additional treatment for chemical agent poisoning as needed (IS0825, Lesson 22). (NOTE: The victim had already been disguised and, if severe nerve agent poisoning was present, administered three Mark I antidote kits and one CANA.) PERFORM PRIMARY SURVEY OF THE CASUALTY Have Victims
Begin Self-Help Decontamination Procedures If He Is Able (IS0824, Lesson 13). If he can't, have another soldier decontaminate the victims. Do not stop your assessment and treatment to decontaminate the victim at this time. If the victim suffers from severe nerve agent poisoning and it has been 5 minutes since you
have introduced the last set of Mark I and CANA, take the victim's pulse. If your heart rate is below 90 beats per minute, enter the atropine injector. PERFORM PRIMARY SURVEY OF THE CASUALTY If the victim is still twitching, showing signs of seizure, you can administer two more CANA injections at intervals of 5 to
10 minutes. In fact, time here is less important than the symptoms. Three CANAs are the limit, usually one of the carrier soldier's masks and two of your combat rescue bag. PERFORM PRIMARY SURVEY OF THE CASUALTY Check the victim for shock check for signs and symptoms of shock (phony and pale skin,
severe blood loss, severe burns, increased breathing rate, mental confusion, etc.). If hypovolemic shock is present, position the victim, protect it from the environment, and manage fluids intravenously (IS0824, Lesson 8, and IS0825, Lesson 17). The victim's position on his back with his leg raised slightly above the level
of his heart if his injury requires a different position. PERFORM PRIMARY SURVEY OF THE CASUALTY If the victim has a broken leg, do not lift your leg until it has a splint. Initiate I.V. if the victim has suffered severe blood loss or second or third degree burns to 20 percent or more of his body. PERFORM
SECONDARY SURVEY OF THE CASUALTY Check the accident for fractures Check the legs and hands for protruding bone, abnormal limb position, large wounds, bruises, and painful or tender spots. Suspected spinal injury (IS0824, lesson 10) the victim's neck (IS0824, Lesson 10). PERFORM A SECONDARY
SURVEY OF THE CASUALTY If there is a fracture or massive wound, wear open wounds on the limb (including burns) and then immobilize the limb with a soft splint (IS0824, Lesson 9 and IS0825, Lesson 20). Lock the tyre above and below the fracture point. Do not try to straighten (align) the broken bone. Check the
circulation of the victim before and after the use of ties. Relax the cravats and reapply if necessary. Apply a sling and stripe to further immobilize the fracture of the upper arm, forearm or wrist (IS0824, Lesson 9). PERFORM SECONDARY SURVEY OF THE CASUALTY Check the unfortunate case for burns Look for
redness, blisters, or charred skin, for burnt or sing clothing, as well as for other evidence of burns. Pay special attention to burns to the head and neck in case of possible inhalation burns. Some burns, such as chemical burns, cannot be easily seen unless the victim's clothing is removed. Do not expose wounds if you are
in a chemical environment. PERFORM SECONDARY SURVEY OF THE CASUALTY If the victim has a chemical burn, remove as much of the chemical as possible before applying the bandage. (NOTE: Keep white phosphorus burning wet to keep particles away from oxygen and thus ignite, but don't try to remove the
particles.) Apply a dry bandage to the burnt areas on the torso and limbs (IS0824, Lesson 11). Do not apply bandages to the burns of the face or genitals. PERFORM SECONDARY SURVEY OF THE CASUALTY Remove jewelry from a burnt limb. If the electric current has passed through the victim, find and put both
entrance and weekend wounds. If second- and third-degree burns cover 20 percent or more of the skin surface, intravenous infusion (IS0825, Lesson 17) is initiated. Check the victim for closed head trauma (concussion) Look for signs and symptoms of concussion (IS0824, Lesson 7). PERFORM SECONDARY
SURVEY OF THE CASUALTY question: What are some signs and symptoms of concussion? Answer: Unequal pupils, fluid leakage from the ear or nose, slurred speech, mental confusion, drowsiness, headache, dizziness, memory loss, loss of consciousness, twitching or convulsions, difficulty walking (stagnation),
nausea and vomiting. PERFORM A SECONDARY SURVEY OF THE CASUALTY If there is a suspected closed head injury, evacuate the victim to a medical facility. If the victim has cramps, support his head and neck and maintain open airways. If the victim has suffered a traumatic brain injury, watch the breath of the
victim and be ready for resuscitation from mouth to mouth, if necessary. PERFORM SECONDARY SURVEY OF THE CASUALTY Check accidents for environmental injuries if the victim is working in a hot environment, check the signs and symptoms of heat stroke, depletion and heat convulsions (IS0824, Lesson 12). If
the victim is a victim Stroke, expose the skin, pour or spray water on it, fan it, and evacuate it as quickly as possible. Continue cooling efforts, such as dousing the water of the victim and inflating it, during the evacuation. Make him drink cool water if he can tolerate water without vomiting. PERFORM SECONDARY
SURVEY OF THE CASUALTY If the victim suffers from heat cramps or heat exhaustion, move it to a shaded place and cool it. If the victim drinks at least one quart of cool water. All those affected by heat exhaustion or heat stroke should receive an intravenous infusion (IS0825, Lesson 17). Also, try to get the affected to
drink water. If the victim has been exposed to cold or frosty weather, check for signs and symptoms of general hypothermia, frostbite, immersion syndrome and frostbite (IS0825, lesson 23). If general hypothermia is present, move the victim to a protected area and use a heat source (such as another soldier's body) to
reheat the victim. Evacuate the victim as soon as it is practical. PERFORM SECONDARY SURVEY OF THE CASUALTY If deep frostbite is found, move the victim to a warm place, thaw the area, and evacuate the victim as soon as it is practical. Do not thaw your frozen legs if the victim needs to walk or if his feet will
freeze until they reach the medical facility. If superficial frostbite or frostbite is found, rewarm and protect the affected area. If immersion syndrome is found, dry and rewarm the affected area. PERFORM A SECONDARY SURVEY OF THE CASUALTY Check the victim for vision problems as a result of laser weapons or
snow blindness (IS0824, Lesson 11 and IS0825, Lesson 23). Protect the victim from additional injuries. Cover the eye with a dark cloth if the victim is in pain or if the loss of vision is severe. Evacuate the victim if it is practical. PERFORM SECONDARY SURVEY OF THE CASUALTY Check the victim for other
wounds/fractures Look for minor wounds and fractures. Dress and bandage the wounds as time allows. Tires have broken fingers using the same basic tire procedures, data in IS0824, Lesson 9. Check the affected to combat the stressful reaction if the victim appears to be injured, but you can't find any physical injuries,
look for signs and symptoms of a combat stress response (IS0825, Lesson 24). If you suspect a stressful response, take appropriate measures. Monitor the condition of the victims throughout the evaluation process. For example, a victim who breathes when you start your assessment may suddenly stop breathing. At
any time, a life-threatening condition is detected, an assessment is stopped and a life-threatening condition is treated. Some conditions may require to score correctly. If you apply a field bandage to a bleeding wound on the victim's leg, for example, continue to monitor the injury in the event of additional measures
(pressure bandage or or necessary to control bleeding. You can begin to assess and treat the victim, continuing to monitor the wound from bleeding. If you have administered a nerve agent antidote to a severe nerve agent injury, continue to check the victim's pulse every five minutes. If the victim's heart rate is below 90
beats per minute, enter the autoinjector atropine (IS0825, Lesson 22). Remember that to control seizures, give another CANA to the limit of three. If the victim has not been treated for shock, take measures to prevent shock. Shock control measures in lesson 8 IS0824 (weakening clothing, victim position and protecting
victims from cold) are also used to prevent shock. Monitor the heat cramp or heat exhaustion of the victim to make sure he continues to drink water without vomiting and his condition does not become more serious. Be prepared to resuscitate mouth-to-mouth, increase cooling efforts, initiate I.V., and evacuate the victim if
his condition worsens. Be prepared to open the airways and control the mouth in the mouth resuscitation if the need arises. If medical staff arrive, report their findings. Insert the airways in the oropharynany area to keep the unconscious victim's airways open if the airways are needed and have the proper size (IS0825,
Lesson 21). Continue to perform any necessary procedures such as keeping white phosphorus burns wet. If you treat more than one victim, continue to monitor other victims in life-threatening conditions while treating the victim. As far as possible, there is a victim assessed by a combat medic or other medical personnel.
Continue to monitor the victim until you return the victim to service until a medical person (usually a combat medic or member of a medical evacuation team) takes over, or until you have to resume your combat duties. If the victim needs to be evacuated, transport it using the best available means (IS0825, Lesson 26, and
IS0824, Lessons 14 and 15). If you are the head of the garbage control team, evacuate the victim, continue to monitor the victims during the evacuation. Stop and stay in care if there is a life-threatening condition. If the medic is not available and the soldier has a slight headache, cold or hay fever, inject acetaminophen
or pseudoephedrine hydrochloride tablets as needed, if there are no contraindications (IS0825, Lesson 25). If the medic asks for help and your combat duties allow, help the combat medic in helping the victims and evacuating the victims. The medic will give instructions as needed. As a combat rescuer, you play a vital
role in the treatment of the sick and wounded on the battlefield. In many cases you will be the first person who and treat the patient. The care you provide can make the difference between life and life and a lost life. Stay in the current in your skills and be prepared to use them at any moment! Page 3 Click here to
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